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Marketing Forest Products
In West Virginia
WALLACE W. CHRISTENSEN and ALLEN W. GOODSPEED
I. Introduction
WEST VIRGINIA'S forest resource lias, Eoi man) years, contributed
significantly to the raw material requirements <>l hardwood-using
industries in the Nation. Although the State ranks onl) K)th in the
Nation in terms of land area, it has been one of the six leading producers
of hardwood lumber throughout the present century and, currently,
stands 7th in national rank with respect to its volume of standing hard-
wood sawtimber. In addition to their commercial contribution, the forests,
which occupy 64 per cent of the State's land area, also provide services
in the form of watershed influences, wildlife habitat, and recreational
use. Since forests are ol considerable importance to the people ol Wist
Virginia, it follows that they must eventually come under a form ol
management which will insure sustained production ol the goods and
services involved.
Of the many facets involved in the- problem ol establishing and
maintaining desirable forest management practices, marketing plays a
major role. As in most industries, Eoresl goods ar< produced in answei
to consumer demand. Hence the management of Eorests must necessarily
be geared to the markets for forest products, since thes< markets cons-
titute the reflection ol user demand. This close relationship between
management and marketing means also thai the efficienq ol the mai
keting process will ailed, to som< degree, the intensity ol foresl manag<
mem. II maximum efficiency may be defined as the optimum us. ol
productive resources, (hen maximum efficiency ol timbei products mai
keting would mean that each tree, or log, be directed into the us< foi
Which it is best suited. This would yield a maximum return to each
individual engaged in the marketing process, li follows from this thai
low returns brought about by inefficieni marketing may considerably
reduce, or eliminate, the incentive to practice forestry ai the level ol
intensity required Eoi sustained production. And incentive is parti
(ularly importani in areas where a majoi portion ol the foresl land is
held by small pi i\ ate ou nei s.
-,
Iii West Virginia, 90 per cent of the commercial forest land is held
by 133,571 private owners. Ninety-nine per cent of these are small
owners—with 500 acres or less of woodland—who, in the aggregate con-
trol two-thirds of the privately-owned forest acreage. Although the tim-
ber marketing problems of small woodland owners have been well
described in Duerr's sttidy of the Appalachian region, 1 there has been
no specific state-wide study on the subject in West Virginia. The object
of the present study is to fill this gap by investigating the marketing
customs and practices of those private owners in the State who hold
between 10 and 500 acres of woodland, implicit in the study is the aim
of ascertaining problem areas in the marketing process at the owner
level and, by so doing, to point out the direction for further research.
il Research Procedure
This study was undertaken as a contributory project to the North-
east Regional Marketing Project NEM-6, "Marketing Forest Products."
The analysis and conclusions in this report, however, relate only to West
Virginia.
A statistical design, of the area sampling type, was provided by the
Agricultural Marketing Service, United States Department of Agri-
culture, for each state in the regional survey and, for West Virginia,
it involved a distribution of 145 sampling areas throughout 26 of the 55
counties in the State (Figure 1). Interviews were conducted with all
forest land owners in these sampling areas. A total of 630 complete
schedules were secured for ownerships with woodland areas between 10
and 500 acres.
Farm ownership units accounted for 627 of the 630 sample units.
Since the three nonfarm units represented less than 1 per cent of the
total woodland acreage in the sample, they were excluded from the
analysis. Accordingly, this report considers the marketing customs and
practices of farm woodland owners only.
loi cadi ownership unit, data were obtained on woodland area
and composition, product use, and sales of products for the five-year
period ol 1947 through 1951. The forest products sales were investigated
in considerable detail with information being secured on volume of
products sold by type of product, species cut, unit of measurement, point
ol sale, and prices received; reasons for sale of woodland products;
patterns of sale, including owner's familiarity with the market, initiators
ol sales, and methods of price determination; and the selection, grading,
and measurement of products.
'Duerr, \v. A. The Economic Problems of Forestry in the Appalachian Region. Cam-
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1949. Pp. xi + 317.
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III. General Description of Woodland Ownership
A total farm area of 83,279 acres was reported for the 627 sample
units of the study. Forest land occupies 42.6 per cent of this area
and, as would he expected in the Appalachian hardwood region, the
forest land is made up predominantly of the hardwood cover types.
Figure 2 indicates that almost 98 per cent of the total forest acreage is
composed of the hardwood and mixed-wood types, with the hardwoods
accounting for 85.2 per cent of the total. Within each of the three
forest cover types an almost equal area distribution, according to stand
size class, is shown.
-
.UNDER 10% STOCKING
rr- —_ (1.6%)
SOFTWOOD, OTHER
(0.3%)
SOFTWOOD
SAWTIMBER
(0.4%)
FIGURE 2. Forest cover composition and stand-size classes for sample units
(area percentage distribution).
Small woodlands, ranging from 10 to 150 acres, make up the major
portion of the forest area. The data presented in Table 1 indicate that
stand : a forest stand containing 1,500 board feet or more per acre of
*s of minimum diameter specifications. For hardwood species the minimum diameter at
'" 'SOt was 1 1 inches, for softwood species a minimum diameter of 9 inches was
required
Other stands: a foresl stand not qualifying as sawtimber.
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72 per cent of the total wooded area of the sample is found in these small
woodland area size classes. Further, these small classes include 93 per
cent of the 627 owner units in the sample. In addition to holding the
largest portion of the woodland area, the small woodland owners also
control a major portion of the sawtimber stands in the sample. Seventy-
five per cent of the sawtimber acreage is in units in the woodland area
size classes between 10 and 150 acres; almost 50 per cent of the total
is found in woodlands of 75 acres or less.
In general, then, nearly one-half of the total area of the sample is
covered by forests that (a) are predominantly of the hardwood cover
types, (b) contain sawtimber stands on about 50 per cent of their area,
anil, (c) are comprised mainly of many small holdings.
IV. Sales of Farm Woodland Products
FREQUENCY OF SALES
Twenty-six per cent of the 627 respondents reported sales of forest
products for the 1947-1951 period. The data in Table 2 reveal that
more than 75 per cent of these sellers made but one sale during the
five-year period; only 6 per cent of all sellers made more than two sales.
Table 2. Number of Sample Units Selling in West Virginia, 1947-51,
by Sales Frequency Class and Woodland Area Size Class
Woodland Area
Size Class
Sale s Frequency CLASS
All
Classes
Per Cent
(Acres) 1 2 Over 2 Total
10-49 62
45
14
7
12
10
4
2
3
2
77
57
21
9
47.0
50-99 34.7
100-199 12.8
Over 200 5.5
128 26 10 164 100.0
Per cent of total .... 78.0 15.9 6.1 100.0
The data suggest also that the proportion of owners selling wood-
land products decreases with each increase in woodland area size class,
but this might "be expected because the number of ownership units in
each class varies inversely with woodland area, that is, the largest number
of ownership units is found in the 10- to 49-acre class, the next largest
number of units in the 50- to 99-acre class, and so on. Actually, as is
indicated in the last column of Table 3, no particular relationship exists
between woodland area size class and number of units selling.
VARIETY OF PRODUCTS SOLD
A comparison of Table 4 with Table 2 shows that the findings on
variety of products sold are almost identical with those related to
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Table 3. Total Ownership Units \m> \i mber Selling I)i kim. 1947-51
Period by Woodland Aiu \ Sizi (.1 ass, \\'i m Virginia
Woodland Area
Size Class
(Acres)
Total Ownership
Units in Class
Number of
Units Selling
NUMBBB
Selling *,.-; \ Per
of Total
Units in Class
10-49 372
161
68
26
77
57
21
20 7
50-99 35.4
100-199 30 9
Over 200 34 6
Total 627 164 26.2
Table 4. Number of Units Sellinc; bn \i \iihr 01 Products Sold wi>
Woodland Aria Size Class, 1947-51, Wim Virginia
Woodland Area
Size Class
Number 01 Phodoi is Solo
All
(Acres) 1 2 Ovi
10-49 63
42
14
6
12
12
5
1
2
3
2
2
77
50 99 57
100-199 21
i Iver 200 9
125 30 9 164
Per cent of total .... 76.2 18.3 5.5 100.0
frequency of sales. Of the 164 sellers, 78 pel cent made one sale onl) and
76.2 per cent reported sale of one product only. For multiple sales and
products, 22 per cent of the sellers reported making two 01 mor< sales
as compared to 2.8.8 per cent who sold two 01 more prodm ts.
As might be expected, the proportion <>l owners selling more than
one product rises with increases in woodland area. F01 example, sales
involving more than one product were made l>\ 18 pei ceni ol the
owners in the 10- to 19-acre class, b) 26 pel ceni ol tlu.se in thi 50 to
99-acre class, and by 33 pei cent ol those whose woodlands exceeded 100
a( res in size.
REASONS FOR SALE
Investigation ol the reasons underlying the sales ol woodland
broducts indicates thai need for cash was the prim ipal motivating Factoi
Ol 222 sales reported, VIA pei cen( were made because ol financial need
[current expenses 01 emergenq cash). Clearing land E01 agriculture, 01
lot othei uses, was given .is a reason in 21.6 pei ceni ol all sales, and in
III pgj (( . n , ( ,| 1 1 1 c sales th< owners considered thai theii timbci was
feature and therefor* ready foi harvesting, rhese thro reasons accoui
for almost lorn filths «»l .ill sales; the remaining one-fifth involved
|ariet) ol n isons such .is: disposal oi material oil in timbei stand 1
II
provement, budgeted cut in woodland management plan, salvage of
timber damaged by various causes, liquidation of capital gain, keeping
labor and equipment employed during slack periods, and high product
prices currently offered.
The findings relative to sales of farm woodland products thus pro-
duce a general picture in which the majority of sales, motivated largely
by owner's needs for money or for more open land, were made by small
woodland owners, most of whom market one type of product in any
given transaction.
V. Volume of Products Marketed
In developing a field schedule for use in the survey, 18 different
product categories were included because of the known diversity in the
timber products output of the Northeastern States. However, only 10 of
these product classes were encountered in the investigation. The deter-
mination of volumes for these 10 products involved a variety in types of
measurement units. Therefore, in order to make relative volume com-
parisons of the various products marketed, the volumes of the 10 classes
were converted into cubic-foot equivalents. This conversion further re-
duced the number of product categories because of a grouping of some
of the products whose individual total volumes were of negligible im-
portance.
VOLUME BY TYPE OF PRODUCT
For the five-year period investigated, 634,456 cubic feet of wood-
land products were marketed by the 164 sellers in the sample area.
Sawlogs were the most important product, representing more than one-
half of the total volume of all timber products sold (Figure 3). Next
SAWLOGS
(56.3%)
TOTAL VOLUME OF PRODUCTS MARKETEO
TIES, POSTS, FUELWOOD, COOPERAGE, POLES a VENEER LOGS
FIGURE 3. Percentage distribution of products marketed.
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iii importance, as might be expected in a majoi coal-producing State,
were mine props and mine timbers. They accounted for approximately
one-third of the volume ol all sales. Together, these products com-
prised nine-tenths of the total sales volume.
The low volume ol pulpwood can readily be explained In the lack
ol primary pulp and paper mills in West Virginia. Foui mills are
located just outside the State, but their pulpwood procurement areas
extend only a short distance into West Virginia and thus create a fringe
market area along the State's borders only. Accordingly, the majoi pei
centage of the farm woodlands are not located in pulpsheds, and tin-
products sold therefore How predominantly toward those wood-using
and mining industries lying principally within the State.
VOLUME BY POINT OF SALE
The principal points of sale, on a volume sold basis, were <>n the
stump and at roadside. Figure -4 shows that more than one hall ol i Ik-
total volume was sold as stumpage and slightly over one-fourth al road-
side. The combined volume at these two points ol sale accounts l<>i B5.1
per cent of the total volume marketed.
Considering point of sale relative to type ol product, 83 pei ceni
of the sawlog volume and <)K per cent ol the mine timbei volume was
sold on the stump, 85 per cent of the mine prop volume was sold at
roadside, and 71 per cent ol the pulpwood volume was sold at the mill
or plant.
VOLUME BY SPECIES
Of 12 species and 5 species-groups encountered in this study, 2
hardwood species groups, northern hardwoods and mixed hardwoods,
accounted for 85 per cent ol the total volume ol all species marketed.
Beech, birch, and maple were common constituents ol the northern
hardwood group, while the mixed hardwood group contained fe\» "l
tin foregoing species and also excluded pure oak stands. The predomi-
nance of the volume in these two groups resulted from the inability ol
most owners to recall volume ol product marketed by any specifii species.
Hence, in a majority ol ilit cases, species-groups constituted the <>nl\ in
formation available, loi the othei three species-groups, mixed hard
WOod-SoftWOOd, mixed oak. and various pine species, and foi tin I-'
spec ilie spec ies, t he \ ol u mes K poi Ic el ranged From I I" pel ctlit to I ,( M'
pei < cut of the total \olimie marketed .\m\ therefore wen. taken indivi
lually, ol relatively minor il not negligible importance.
On the basis ol the foregoing findings, the forest products market
in the study area may be described as consisting chiefly ol two products
-saw logs and mine pi ops. I Ins, . coming predominantly From two hard
13
./RAILROAD CAR, SIDING, DOCK
(1.1%)
0>
/v V (^
>.y
ROADSIDE
(28.4%)
STUMP
(56.7%)
FIGURE 4. Percentage distribution of volume marketed by point of sale.
wood species-groups, are sold close to their point of origin, with stump-
age sales accounting for most of the sawlog volume marketed and road-
side sales representing the major portion of the mine prop volume sold.
VI. Value of Products Marketed
Although 222 sales were reported by the 164 sellers interviewed in
this study, data were incomplete on 85 sales because sellers were unable
to recall the sales information sought; volume of wood sold, type of
product, and price received per unit of product. For the 137 sales on
which data were obtained, a cash return of $59,235.56 was reported.
1 his, since it covers a five-year period and involves 5,951 acres of forest
land, represents a mean annual return of $1.99 per acre from sale of
I'Dcst products.
14
The above findings are based on two types ol sale. Twenty-five lump
sum sales, involving 1,344 acres of forest land, returned $11,075.00. The
remaining $48,160.56 represents the return from sales in which paymeni
was made on a product measurement basis. Therefore, In \va\ ol com-
parison, the mean annual return from lump ^i\u sales amounted to
$1.65 per acre in contrast to an average annual return ol $2.09 pei acr<
from product measurement sales.
VALUE BY TYPE OF PRODUCT
An adequate analysis of value data on types of forest products
requires the establishment ol some unit, common to all types ol products,
by which value can be expressed. II tin's is not done, product values
must be expressed in aggregative terms, i.e., total volume sold multiplied
by the price received per unit of that volume. Such values, however,
preclude comparative analyses because of variations in the volume <»l
sale and because of differences in the types of measuring units employed
for different type of products. Since the volumes ol all products hav<
been converted into cubic-foot equivalents, value may be expressed in
terms of dollars received per 100 cubic feet of wood sold. On this basis
a comparative analysis of product values is possible.
In general, considerable variation in value exists between the
product classes encountered in the study. As indicated in the lust column
of Table 5, the values pei 100 cubi< Eeet ol volume marketed ranged
from $3.20 to $104.43. This variation, however, occurs in two patterns
First, the data show that product values fall into two majoi groups
a high-value group consisting ol veneei logs, t i u, I < i cooperage, posts, and
lies, and a low-value group made up of the remaining products. Th<
I vble 5. Comparison <>i Sales Von \n Distribi riots \\i> Valui per
Unit of Sales Von \n. s\ Produ< i Ci \ss. 1947-51, Wesi Virginia
(Basis: 1 12 Saj es)
I'l: rCT
V w.i i: I'l i: 1"" i'i BIl
Ol VOL1 mi Maw Vol
Dollars
104.43
26.49
15 31
s |.,
7 10*
5.17
1 i i i
Tiea
All
•Data from one sale onlj
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difference between these two groups is primarily due to the relationship
between product quality and price. The highest quality products
usually receive the highest per-unit prices. Quality, in this case, refers
either to the expected appearance of the processed wood, as in veneers,
or to certain required physical and chemical properties of wood, as in
cooperage, ties, and posts.
Second, a variation exists within each of the two value groups. This
"within" variability arises, in part, from the fact that the value of each
product is a weighted average and, as such, represents the interaction
that occurs between price and the volume of product marketed by point
of sale. For example, although the value per 100 cubic feet of sawlogs
was slightly higher at each point of sale than the value received for
pulpwood (see Table 6), the average all-points-of-sale value for pulp-
wood was three times as great as that for sawlogs. However, 83 per cent
of the sawlog volume was marketed on the stump, whereas 71 per cent
of the pulpwood volume was sold at the mill. Since the price per unit
of product rose as the point of sale became further removed from the
stump, the major portion of the pulpwood volume was accordingly
marketed at a considerably higher price per 100 cubic feet than was the
case for sawlogs, and the resulting weighted average value of pulpwood
therefore exceeded that of sawlogs.
The relatively high value for posts in the high value group, and
for fuelwood in the low-value group, is most likely caused by such factors
as familiarity of sellers with product, with product measurement, and
with the market price of the product. These particular influences will
receive further consideration in subsequent sections of this bulletin.
Table 6. Cash Return per 100 Cubic Feet of Volume Marketed—by
Product and Point of Sale, 1947-51, West Virginia
(Ba.sis:-112 Sales)
'Data from one sale only.
Product Stumpage Roadside
Sidixg. Dock
or R. R. Car
Mill or
Plant Consumer
$
3.25
3.85*
39.86
::::.:::;
2.98
$
8.80
63.04
7.50
4.49
25.00*
18.18*
8.57
7.40*
$
15.00
29.38
$
19.87
17.98
8.33*
24.99
116.67*
$
?2 50
Posts 67 48
M'ine Props 6.61
Ties
Veneer logs
.Mini' timbers 15 24*
Fuelwood :.. 7 14*
Poles
All products 3.17 8.18 24.03 27.19 13.59
l(i
The second column in Table 5 was included to show the relation-
ship between unit value and sales volume ot the product (lasses. rh<
most significant outcome of this comparison is th( facl thai those pro
duct classes with the lowest unit values—sawlogs, mine props, and mine
timbers—made up 89 per cent of the total volume ol all products mar-
keted.
VALUE BY POINT OF SALE
The value data on sawlogs, posts, pulpwood, and mine props at tin
various points of sale indicate an tamed increment for the additional
labor and equipment required as the point ol sale becomes furthei it-
moved from the stump (Table 6). For the remaining piodiuis, excepl
ing railroad ties, trends cannot be identified because in each product
class reliable data occur lor one point of sale only.
In the case ol railroad ties, sales made at a siding, do<k. oi railroad
car suggest that the product has been processed, presumably handhewn
ties, whereas the delivery to a mill or plant implies thai the product
will be processed into ties at that point ol sale. It is possible, there
fore, that the higher value of ties at tin siding, dock, oi railroad cat
means simply that more labor and equipment are required in the process
ing and delivery of ties than to deliver the rough product to what
normally would be a more distant (joint ol sale.
The data in Table 6 for "all products** averages show that product
value increases at each point ol sale from stump to the mill or plant
and then drops off at the consumer level. This drop steins from the fact
that mine props, a low-value product at am point ol sale, comptised 60
pel cent of the total volume ol all products marketed to consumers. I h<
"all products" value at the consumer point ol sale, being a weighted
average, is thus influenced by the marketing <>l a relatively large volume
of a low-value product.
VALUE BY SPECIES
Of the 12 species and ."- species-groups encountered in the survey, 9
individual species wen excluded from the value analysis because th<
data in these cases were based on single sales. I he values l"i th( re
maining species and species-groups, representing 96 pei cent ol th< total
volume sold, ate shown in I able 7. Thi last column in tin table was
added to show the- relationship between species value and typ
product, since the value c)l a species usually depends upon the way its
volume is distributed into various product outlets; species use el prin
cipallv lot high-value products normally show high species \alu<s. thos
used lor low-value products show correspondingly lov> speci<
Considering the above relationship between species vain
product value, a question atises regarding the Feasibility «>l i
Table 7. Species Marketed in West Virginia—by Value and Major
Product Outlet, 1947-51
Species
Dollars Per 100 Cubic Feet
of Volume Marketed
Major Product
Outlet
81.22
49.31
26.14
16.64
16.29
7.65
7.28
3.13
Tight cooperage
Posts
Veneer logs
Sawlogs, Ties, Pulpwood
Pulpwood
Mixed hardwood-softwood Sawlogs, Pulpwood
Sawlogs, Mine props
Mine timbers, Sawlogs &
Mine props
product outlet" rather than a classification of species values by individual
types of products. By the latter method, the value of any given species
could be shown for each type of product as, for example, the value of
white oak sawlogs, white oak cooperage, and white oak ties. Such a
classification, although it would provide for the most effective analysis
of species value, was not possible with the data at hand because the
process of dividing and subdividing the number of sales for any given
species resulted in too many single-sale values.
A distinct correspondence exists between product value and species
value for the extremes in the array of values in Table 7. For example,
the high value for white oak results from the fact that 71 per cent of
the white oak volume marketed went into tight cooperage, the highest
value product (Table 5). Black locust ranks second highest in species
value, with 75 per cent of its volume marketed for posts, the second
highest in product value. Most of the black walnut, ranking third in
species value, went into veneer logs, which rank third in product value.
At the other end of the scale, the low comparative value of northern
hardwoods is related to the fact that all of the volume of this species-
group was marketed for sawlogs, mine props, and mine timbers. As
indicated in Table 5, these three products represent the least remuner-
ative outlets.
Between the above extremes, the value rank of species depends
upon the proportions of total volume going into various products. Thus,
mixed oak ranks somewhat higher in value than mixed hardwood-
sol I wood because 54 per cent of the mixed oak volume was sold for
ins and pulpwood, whereas 54 per cent of the mixed hardwood-soft-
wood volume was marketed for sawlogs. As shown in Table 5, the value
ol lies and pulpwood considerably exceeded that of sawlogs.
The foregoing discussion is not indicative of the degree of market-
ing efficienq existing in the study area. There is no way of knowing
the volume of cooperage-quality white oak that was sold for sawlogs,
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the volume of tie-quality oak that was sold Eoi mine timbers, the volume
of veneer-quality black walnut thai was marketed Eoi sawlogs, and so on.
However, the data presented in Table 7 do indicate, to some degree, the
monetary returns which attend efficient marketing.
The above may be exemplified by considering the sale ol high-
quality white oak for tight cooperage. The mosl complete utilization
of the technical properties of high quality white oak would be obtained
in the tight cooperage market because white oak is practically the only
type of wood which measures up to the various specifications required
in the manufacture, and in the ultimate use, ol this particular wood
product. Therefore, efficient marketing of high-quality white oak would
be achieved by channeling this species into the tight cooperage market.
If sellers were to so market their white oak timber, the) would,
theoretically, receive a higher return than that obtainable from any ol
the other market outlets. This is indicated by the data in 1 able 7 which
show that the value of white oak exceeded that ol all othei species and.
significantly, that most of this white oak was marketed Eoi tight coopei
age. The sale of cooperage-quality white oak in othei market outlets,
such as sawlogs, mine props, or mine timbers, would represent a de
crease in marketing efficiency and would be accompanied by a reduction
in the value received for the species. Table 7 reflects this, indirectly, in
the lower values shown for those species sold in the sawlog, mine prop.
and/or mine timber markets. Although no values are given Eoi white
oak in these markets, there is no logical reason Eoi assuming that the
pi ices paid lor white oak would greatly exceed these paid Eoi the othei
spec ies.
If the analytical procedure used in the abovi example wen to l>e
applied to othei species, similar lesiilts would be obtained. It follows
from this that efficienq in Eoresl products marketing will l>c strongly
influenced by the Eamiliarity ol Eoresl owners with the market alterna
tives available to them, and with the quality ol the timbei they plan
to market.
The preceding value analyses ol products, points ol sale, and
spec ies show thai product values Eall into two main value groups a high
value group consisting ol veneei logs, tight cooperage, posts, and ties,
and a low-value group mad. up ol the remaining products. Vlso it is
apparent that the lowest value products comprised the hulk ol the timbei
volume marketed; thai the value ol foresl products tends to increa*
as the poiftl ol sale becomes Eurthei removed from the stump: mu\
species values, being related as they are to produci values, an indirectly
indicative ol the correlation between marketing efficienq .^u\ product
value.
VII. Marketing Practices
One significant result arising from the findings discussed in Sections
V and VI has to do with the low value of the three products which
comprised most of the volume marketed in the study area. For an
explanation as to why the most important products in terms of volume
were the least important in terms of value, it is necessary to examine
a rather wide range of associated factors. The most logical approach
in this case would be to start with the specific marketing practices that
characterize the area studied because these practices are mainly respon-
sible for the existence of the situation. Forest products marketing
practices, in this study, refer to methods of sale, methods of product
measurement, and methods of product grading.
METHODS OF SALE
Since product value is determined primarily by the prices paid for
products, the methods of price determination would have much to do
with the prices paid in the timber products market, and with the value
received by timber owners from sale of their products. In this survey,
price was determined by the offer of one buyer on almost three-fourths
of all the sales reported (Figure 5). The results also imply that sellers
were not interested in securing competitive bids. One likely cause for
this is that the woodland owners probably did not know where to
contact potential buyers. Further, as was pointed out in Section IV,
the majority of sales were made on small woodlot ownerships. There-
fore, the total quantity of timber available for sale on most of these
OFFER OF ONE BUYER
ASKING PRICE OF SELLER
COMPROMISE PRICING
BID SOLICITATION
OTHER
^^^^70 .7%
114.9 %|
9.0%
1 0.9%
4.5%
PERCENT OF ALL SALES
FIGURE 5. Percentage distribution of sales by method of price determination.
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woodlots would be rather limited and, as such, offei little- in the way
ol attraction to potential buyers. From this is seems probable thai t«>
obtain competitive bids might have required more tunc and effort than
most of these woodland owners, all ol whom were farmers, would care
to expend on an operation which, to them, plays a minor role in the
management of their total enterprise.
In addition to accepting the price offer ol a single buyer, the
majority of the sellers also assented to buyers' requirements with respeel
to various forms of measurement employed in establishing a basis Eoi
payment. As shown in Table 8, buyers established tin kisis foi pay-
ment on 19 per cent ol all sales reported. One likely explanation foi
this is that the sellers in this study are all engaged in agricultural pro-
duction of one form or another and are generally accustomed to accept-
ing buyers' measurement. Also, with the possible exception of fuel-
wood and fence posts, farmers aie usually unfamilar with tin techniques
employed in determining timber volume and therefore must rely on
buyers of forest products lor estimates or measurement <>l volume.
Table 8. Distribution of Sales by Basis <>i Pa^ \m \i i\ Wi si Virginia,
11)17-51
Basis
I',, III' r
Lump sum
Measurement or count— delivered
Measurement or count— roadside
Measurement or count— in woods
Measurement ;it mill after manufacture
Specified estimate of volume— standing timber
Specified quantity of timber to t»- cul
Sub-total
.s'< //' r
Measurement "i i tunl delivered
Measurement or count roadside
Measurement or count —in woods
Sub-total
Other
Total
Pi R C
Sai
21 2
J" 7
1 I
11.7
i B
10 t
1 I 8
Although buyers established product price and lusis ol payment on
the majority ol sales, the timbei sellers were largely responsible Foi
instigating sales. Of the total sales reported, 59 pei cent wen initiated
by the seller, 30 pet cent l>\ a mill buyer, 6 pet «<m l>\ .i logging jobber,
and 5 pet cent by a broker. Must findings are closely paralleled 1>\
those relative to the selectoi <»l the forest products marl I h.
seller selected the product to be sold on 61 pet cent <>i the sales and
buyers were the selectors on 38 pei cent ol th< sales. Selection on the
remaining I pei cent was made by th< sellei and .i technical assistant.
In view of the fact that it was mainly the sellers who initiated the
sales and selected the products to be marketed, it is interesting to note
the number of sales in which sellers were ruled by noneconomic motives
in their selection of a buyer for their timber products. As shown in
Table 9, noneconomic reasons were given as the determinants in buyer
selection in 43.4 per cent of the sales. By comparison, economic motives
governed the selection of buyers on 43.9 per cent of the sales.
Table 9. Reasons for Buyer Selection, West Virginia, 1947-51
Reason
Economic
Best price offered
Buyer's location best for delivery
Reliable reputation of buyer
Buyer would purchase less valuable products
Buyer would purchase marked products
Additional services
Buyer would purchase a variety of products
Sub-total
Noneconomic
Only local buyer known
Friendship
Only buyer known
Long-standing business connection with buyer
Sub-total
Othi r
Total
Per Cent of All
Sales
19.0
14.5
5.4
1.8
1.4
0.4
1.4
43.9
21.7
11.8
6.3
3.6
43.4
12.7
100.0
From the foregoing discussion of methods of sale, it would seem
that the low unit value of the three major products might, in part, be
attributed to a depressed price level caused by imperfections in the
forest products market of the area. Certainly the control which buyers
are in position to exert indicates the strength of their bargaining posi-
tion and, as a consequence, the weakness in the bargaining position of
the sellers.
METHODS OF PRODUCT MEASUREMENT
With the buyers establishing the basis of payment on most sales, it
might be expected that measurement of products would be handled
largely by them. This was the case. Buyers did the measuring on more
than two-thirds of all sales, sellers measured products on 13 per cent,
and on 15 per cent of the sales no product measurement was made.
For sales involving product measurement, two units of measure,
board foot and piece tally, accounted for 92 per cent of the total volume
marketed (Table 10). Slightly more than two-thirds of the volume sold
was measured on a board-foot basis, most of which was based either on
the Doyle log rule or on some rule unknown to the seller. A little more
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BUYER
SELLER
THIRD PARTY
SELLER ft TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT
NOT MEASURED
I3.3%|
I 1.3%
0.4%
115.4%
|69 6
PERCENT OF ALL SALES
FIGURE 6. Percentage distribution of sales by person measuring.
Table 10. Percentage Distribution m Voi.umi \l \rketed i^ 1 \ pi
of Measuremeni Unit, Wesi Vik<.i\i\. 1947-51
Unit of Measi Vnii mi M \i:k>
Board foot
41.3
i B
Sub-total 66.5
Cord ....
Other** 2.1
Total
*Log rule unknown to seller.
** Includes carload trei and
than one-fourth oi the volume marketed was sold according to count,
or pie< c tally.
I he Doyle rule operates to the advantage ol buyers when small
size sawlogs are marketed becaus< the rule, in this case, produces a
rather significant under-estimate ol board-fool volume. Ol even mon
serious consequence, however, is the variability in this underscale \
Duerr has pointed out, "The chiel disadvantage ol the Doyle ml. is noi
us understatement ol quantity, foi thai erroi mighi I" expected to be
ironed oul in the process ol price formation. Rather, its disadvantaf
lies in the greal variability ol erroi with change in log diametci
twenty-inch logs generally yield about 10 to 15 pei ceni more than
rule indicates; tourteen-inch logs, 30 to 35 per cent more; and eight-inch
logs, more than 150 per eent more." 3
Although no data were obtained in this survey on the log sizes
marketed, it would not be unrealistic to presume that small-size logs
made up the bulk of the sawlog volume sold. Also, considering the
common use of the Doyle rule by private dealers in the Appalachian
legion, it would be reasonable to assume that this rule predominated
on those sales classified under "M bd. ft., unqualified." If these assump-
tions are valid, then, for the major share of the product volume mar-
keted, the measurement practices employed have clearly operated to
the disadvantage of timber sellers.
METHODS OF PRODUCT GRADING
Buyer control is apparent in timber products grading to an even
greater extent than in product measurement. The data secured in this
study show that buyers did the grading on 42 per cent of all sales re-
ported, sellers graded on 4 per cent, and on the remaining 54 per cent
products were not graded. As might be expected with buyers doing
most of the grading, the grading systems employed were mainly those
developed by buyers. Buyers' grades were used on nine-tenths of all
sales involving product grading; on the other one-tenth, standard grades
were followed.
In review of the foregoing description of marketing practices, one
point stands out significantly: that methods of sales, of product measure-
ment, and of product grading usually operate in favor of the buyer.
This constitutes a likely explanation for the low unit value of the prin-
cipal products marketed by sellers in the area. Since the values for
these products, as shown in the Section on value of products marketed,
are weighted averages, they necessarily incorporate the effects of volume
as well as price. Therefore, a combination of low product price and
inequitable measurement techniques, coupled with the fact that stump-
age sales accounted for more than one-half of the volume sold, implies
that low product value will result.
VIII. Familiarity of Sellers with Timber Products and with
the Timber Products Market
It would appear from the findings discussed thus far that farm
woodland owners have marketed the bulk of their timber volume in
ways which would be least advantageous to them. Since these farmers
would not normally employ similar practices in marketing their dairy
:
'Duerr, w. A., Economic Problems 0/ Forestry in the Appalachian Region. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1949, p. 190.
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and poultry products, livestock, etc., it seems the selection ol methods
is primarily related to the degree of seller familiarity with products
and with the markets in which the products are sold.
KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCTS
Knowledge of a product usually refers to familiarity with the tech-
niques of product measurement and with various types and grades <>l
the product. Most of the sellers contacted in this surve) apparently
possess little knowledge of this nature regarding timber products. On
three-quarters of the sales sellers reported that they had no presale
knowledge of the quantity of timber in their woodlots, and on L'."> pel
cent of the sales knowledge of quantity was based on a rough estimate
only. As to types of products, on 86* per cent of the sales no attempt
was made to sell more than one product in a single cut. Sellers also
had little to do with the grading of forest products, as previously
mentioned. These indications of seller unfamiliarity with timbei pro-
ducts are as might be expected because the specialized skills required
in the measurement of timber products, and in the identification ol
types and grades of products, are not normally possessed by most hum
woodland owners.
KNOWLEDGE OF MARKETS
Of all sales reported, almost two-thirds were made with no presale
knowledge of various market outlets. And. even for those sales in which
sellers indicated presale knowledge, the data secured <>n sources from
which sellers received their information suggest that such information
would probably be considerably limited in scope (Tabic II).
Tablk 11. Distribution oi Sales in Wesi Virginia in Presali
Know i i DC! <>i M \kki is. I!) 17 5 I
SOUHCE OF PRI SALE
Knowledge
Neighbor
Newspaper
Farm or county forester
Other sources*
Presale knowledge of markets
No presale knowledge pi markets
8a 1
•Buyer, timber broker, pa i experleno ol eller In lawmlll,
The probability is thai information acquired from a neighboi would
in niosi cases refer eithei to a sale made by thai neighboi oi to some s,i| (
that had come to Ins attention, fherefore, ii seems reasonable to pn
sunie that mosi ol ilie Individuals comprising ibis particulai source ol
presale information would noi be much bettei informed regarding ihc
tores! products market than are those sellers who reported neighbor" as
a souk e of market infoi mat ion.
Considering "other sources," sellers most frequently mentioned a
buyer of one sort or another, such as a timber broker, a logging jobber,
or a sawmill buyer. It is not to be expected that these sources would be
inclined to inform potential sellers of other, and possibly more remuner-
ative, outlets for their timber products.
In addition to their unfamiliarity with markets for their products,
sellers also lack knowledge relative to available marketing assistance.
On approximately two-thirds of the sales, sellers stated that they had
possessed no presale information regarding agencies or individuals who
provide assistance in the marketing of forest products (Table 12). For
those sales in which sellers reported that they were aware of available
marketing assistance, the source most frequently mentioned was the
farm or county forester.
Table 12. Distribution of Sales in West Virginia—by Presale
Knowledge of Available Marketing Assistance, 1947-51
Source of Assistance
Pee Cent of All
Sales
Farm or county forester
State forest service
Private service agency
Other
Presale knowledge of available assistance ..
Xo presale knowledge of available assistance
22.1
7.1
2.5
4.6
36.3
63.7
Sellers were also questioned as to their familiarity with the manage-
ment and marketing assistance provided by certain industries, parti-
cularly those manufacturing specialized products such as veneer and
tight cooperage.
The results obtained show that 58 per cent of the sales were made
with no presale knowledge of this type of assistance.
From the foregoing analyses it is apparent that most of the farm
woodland owners are largely uninformed regarding timber products and
markets for these products. These handicaps, in combination with the
Eacl that timber sales play an incidental, and minor, role in the farm
enterprise appear" to constitute the underlying reasons for the marketing
practices described in Section VII which, in turn, were responsible for
the low unit value of the principal products marketed .
IX. Home Use of Forest Products
Although this study was concerned primarily with timber market-
ing practices, the importance of home use of forest products was also
investigated. The results obtained, in terms of volume and value of
forest products harvested for home use, and the number of owners using
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their woodlots for this purpose, imply that woodlands are possibl)
oi more significance to owners as a source of needed raw materials than
as a source of money income.
FREQUENCY OF CUTTINGS FOR HOME USE
Fifty-four per cent of the respondents reported that the) had cut
timber products for direct use on the farm. By wa\ <>! contrast, 26
per cent of all respondents, less than one-half of the proportion cutting
lor home use, reported sales of woodland products.
The data in Table 13 show that the bulk of the cutting was done
to get needed products for homestead maintenance and repaii and. as
with sales of timber products, that most of the activity took place in
the smallest woodland area size classes.
Table 13. Number of Cuttings for Home Use v.\ Rj vson for Ci i mm,
and Woodland Area Si/i Ci \ss. 1947-51, Wesi \'h«.i\i\
Woodland Area Reason for Cutting Total
Size Class
(Acres)
Maintenance
and Repair
Homestead
Improvements Otiiki: A i.i.
Per Cent ok All
«'i itiniis
10-49
No.
L69
00
43
10
294
78.4
No.
35
24
8
7
74
19.7
No.
3
::
1
l.'.i
No.
•_Mi7
52
375
l
50-99
100-199 1 •
200+ 6 1
Total I
Pit ceiLt of all
cuttings
•
VOLUME OF PRODUCTS CUT FOR HOME USE
In order to make volume comparisons ol products cul foi home use.
all repotted volume data were converted into cubic-fool equivalents \
indicated in Table I 1. fuelwood, sawlogs and posis comprised the pi in
tipal products harvested foi direci use. with fuelwood alone accounting
for more than one-hali ol the total annual (til.
Considering volume of (in l>\ woodland ana (lass, the "all pro
ducts" totals show a decrease in volume removed with increase in wood
I \ r,i i II. V.VERAG1 \\\i \i Volume of Prodi cts Cm i <>k I l<>\n Usi
b\ Prodlh i \\i) Woodi \\i) \io \ si/i Ci vss, 1947-51, Wesi Virginia
Woodland Ari \ Pb i
Size Class
i \i 1:1 a 1
t'l I L.WOOD S.\v\ LOOS !'•
Mini
Pri i
10-49
... 74,700
18,090
26,460
20,020
169,330
56.9
I 1 ,690
• T< >
5,980
1,735
L05.975
35 *:
6,910
3,085
I r.i i
1,874
<<
50-99
LOO i' 1 :'
200
I
All classes
1'.
1 1 .ul of
total cut
'J 7
land area size class. Almost four-fifths of the total annual cut for all
products came from woodlands averaging less than 100 acres in area.
An annual volume of 297,662 cubic feet of wood cut for home use
(Table 14) represents 70 per cent of the total volume of all timber
products harvested annually for the five-year period considered in this
study. Therefore, with only 30 per cent of the total annual cut going
into the forest products market, woodlands in this study area cannot be
measured solely in terms of the volume of wood sold.
VALUE OF TIMBER PRODUCTS CUT FOR HOME USE
In determining values for products used directly, the best approach
would be to use values obtained from sales of these products. For
example, if a farmer cuts posts for fence repair, the value of the posts
may be considered as the equivalent of what the farmer would have
received had he sold them, or what he would have had to pay to buy
them. The same principle holds for fuelwood, mine props, and poles.
Determining values for these four products, in this study, was facilitated
by the fact that roadside sales accounted for 100 per cent of the pole
volume sold, 85 per cent of the mine prop volume, 90 per cent of the
post volume, and 88 per cent of the fuelwood volume. Therefore, the
following values, which represent the average amount received per 100
cubic feet of product marketed at this one point of sale, were used to
determine the total value of fuelwood, posts, mine props, and poles cut
for home use:
Fuelwood $8.57 per 100 cubic feet
Posts $63.04 per 100 cubic feet
Mine props $4.49 per 100 cubic feet
Poles $7.40 per 100 cubic feet
The value of sawlogs cut for home use cannot be determined by
the above method. As has been noted earlier (page 14), most ol the
sawlog volume was marketed on the stump. However, the average return
per 100 feet of sawlogs marketed at this point of sale cannot be used as a
value indicator because it does not reflect the value added by harvesting,
transporting, and processing the raw material into a useable product.
Therefore, the imputed value for sawlogs was arrived at on the basis
ol the average return secured from reported sales of sawlogs delivered
to the mill or plant. This figure was increased by an estimated average
milling cost ol SI 6 per thousand board feet for sawing mill-run lumber.
This, converted to a cubic-foot basis, resulted in a value of $29.01 for
every 100 cubic feet of sawlogs cut for home use—an estimate very likely
on the conservative side because: (a) transportation cost of the lumber
from mill to place of use has not been included, and (b) all available
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information indicates that a S16 per thousand milling cost is probabl)
near the minimum for custom sawing.
Table 15.*Average Annual Value of Products Cui for Homi IM v,\
Product and Woodland Area Sizi Class, 1947-51 <l\ Doi i uts)
Woodland
Area
Sawlogs Fl'ELWOOD Posts Mink
Props
Pol
A I.i P
Size Class
(Acres) DOLLAR8 Total
10-49 12,094.27
15,540.66
1,734.80
1,373.62
30,743.35
56.7
6,406.94
4.121.31
2,267.62
1,751.73
14,511.60
26.7
4,356.06
1. '.M4. 78
1.017. 16
1. LSI. 36
8,499.66
15.7
25.91
247.94
00.00
00.00
273.85
0.50
122.10
45.88
37.37
00.00
205.35
0.4
•
21.1 .57
54,2
l
42 4
50-99 1" 1
100-199
Over 200
All Classes
</r of total
100.0
*Values shown are the estimated amounts the home-user would have to pay t"
purchase the products.
As shown in Table 15, the average annual value of all products
cut for home use was $54,233.81. This figure exceeds, b) more than h\t
times, the average annual value of all products oil for sale ($9,632.11).
This indicates that forest land in the study area contributes maiiiK in
supplying the raw materials needed on farms—posts for fence repair,
fuelwood for heating, and lumber for general maintenance ami repaii
and for homestead improvements.
The importance of farm woodlands, as a source «>l income, in the
study area would be significantly understated, however, il value accui
ing through sale of timber products were used as the onl) criterion.
On such a basis the 35,508 acres "I farm woodland would yield an
average return of 27 cents per acre per year. By comparison, inclusion
of the value represented in the direct use ol timber products inert
the return to SI.so per acre per year.
X. Conclusion
Results of this study are as mighi be expected in a rnarkei situation
characterized by many small sellers and relativel) fev buyers, l suall)
in such a case, hailing cooperative action l>\ the sellers, inosi ol the mi.m
keting advantages accrue to buyers. However, this alone docs noi
explain the exceptionally weak bargaining position ol mam ol the foresi
products sellers encountered in this survey. Since the inquiry deali
with lain) woodlands, a ntinihei ol ad.litioii.il influences, iiihriuii in
this type ol ownership, contribute to the unfavorable position ol s
in the timber produi ts mai ket.
Many woodland-farm owners have majoi interests in pro
and marketing ol non-wood products poultry, agricultural crops
stock, and the like I he farm woodland often const
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mentary enterprise and, with an average area of 56 acres, a very minor
one since small woodlands involve a scale of operations not sufficiently
large to encourage the adoption of the most efficient methods of manage-
ment by the individual. Moreover, because of the existence of certain
remnants of pioneering agricultural tradition, the timber resource, by
and large, is not even recognized as a crop. As a consequence, farm
woodland owners generally are reluctant to spend much of their time
and effort in management of their woodlands, in developing specific
skills required for harvesting, measuring, and grading timber products,
or in becoming acquainted with all of the marketing information
necessary for efficient marketing of woodland products. The logical
accompaniment to all this is low timber product value which tends to
further aggravate the minor position of the timber products enterprise.
Accordingly, increasingly less attention is given to management of the
farm woodlands and, in turn, the position of farm woodland owners in
the timber products market becomes still more unfavorable. In con-
trast, the major interests of timber buying centers on the production and
marketing of wood products. Consequently, the buyer usually has a
much clearer idea of product outlets and product values than does the
seller.
It is evident from the foregoing that an eventual realization of the
long run objective of "good" management on small, privately owned
woodlands will depend upon the development of a more equitable mar-
keting situation than that which now exists. If present conditions are
continued, the timber seller's share of the consumer's dollar will remain
relatively low, and little can be expected in the way of more conserva-
tive management on woodlands in farm ownership. Certain recom-
mendations such as product integration, bid solicitation, familiarization
with market outlets, with measurement and grading of timber products,
and with marketing services, could be made here which, if followed,
should improve the market position of farm woodland owners. But
siuli recommendations have often been made in the past without effect-
ing any noticeable change in timber marketing practices. It seems that
recommendations made from the standpoint of technical forestry are
not compatible with practicality from the fanners' point of view at the
present time. Also, adoption of such practices might entail much more
time and effort than most farmers would care to give to the forestry part
ol tin ii farm enterprise, which plays a minor role in their economy.
The basic problem evolving from the above discussion is one of
determining how to initiate the adoption and application by small wood-
bind owners of practices requisite to the development of a more equit-
able marketing system. There are two parts to this problem: one has
to do with the matter of providing timber sellers with adequate informa-
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tion relative to market outlets, marketing services, product prices, and
product specifications; the other involves education <>l timbei owners as
to methods of harvesting, measuring, and grading timber products. Ol
the two, dissemination of market information is possibl) the most im-
portant area for future work because as long as timbei sellers continue
to be uninformed market participants, it is doubtful that the returns
from sales of timber products will provide much in the way ol an in-
centive for developing the specific skills required in harvesting, measur-
ing, and grading of forest products.
The question of how to provide forest products sellers with market-
ing information entails a consideration not only ol the various media
of communication but also of the availability of information to those
agencies and individuals whose work is concerned primarily with fur-
nishing services of one form or another to land owners. Other than a
quarterly bulletin published by one district ol the State Conservation
Commission, little in the way of steady market reporting relative to
forest products exists in West Virginia. As a consequence, individuals
connected with service agencies are handicapped in their ability to pro-
vide adequate marketing advice to potential timbei selleis. The Stat)
Extension Forester, for example, receives main inquiries from all parts <>|
the State seeking information on availability of various markets Eor
wood products and on prices paid in these markets. In many (ases thes<
inquiries cannot be satisfactorily handled because the Extension Forestei
is hampered by a lack of marketing data. All othet Extension personnel
are, in general, similarly handicapped. Moreover, because the) hav< a
lather wide variety of duties and responsibilities, Individuals engaged
in Extension work, as well as public and private foresters, do not have
sufficient time to thoroughly acquaint themselves with the Foresl pin
ducts marketing picture in then respective areas.
From the foregoing it would stem that practical and worthwhile
results might be achieved by Eurther research. Probably the first, ami
most important project, should be to make a thorough survey ol primary
wood-using industries in West Virginia. Such .1 sui\i\ would yield in
loimation on the location and type ol primary wood-using firms in the
State and should provide answers to the most frequent and common
question "What, and where, are the markets l<»i timber?" Such informa
Hon is ol major significance because it involves oik ol the bash prin
ciples of effective marketing and management. Fot example, any bus
ness or firm operating with the objective ol securing maximum n<
leiuins is faced with th< problem ol deciding how to allocate produc
resources among i Ik variety ol alternatives which may b<
Therefore, since- decision-making requires a weighing ol
follows that the effectiveness ol a firm's management d<
I]
hence, in part, the degree to which it maximizes its net returns— is
basically dependent upon the amount or knowledge possessed by the
firm regarding all possible alternatives. By applying this principle to
sellers in the timber products market, it becomes obvious that efficient
marketing is, first of all, governed by the seller's awareness of existing
outlets for his timber products—the more limited the potential seller's
knowledge, the less the probability that each tree or log will be directed
into that use for which it is best suited.
Additional research could also be performed in the field of price
reporting. This would involve investigation of the methods by which
dependable price data could be regularly obtained and most effectively
transmitted to market participants. Included here also, of course, would
be information on product specifications.
Finally, studies on the structure and organization of the forest
products markets in West Virginia would also be of value. Information
obtainable from investigation in this subject field is fundamental to a
more effective appraisal of the efficiency of the marketing system and to
a more specific identification and definition of the problems arising as
wood products are moved from producer to consumer. In the final analy-
sis, problems of the producer are not based entirely on causes at the
producer end of the marketing chain; problems occurring throughout
the entire marketing mechanism necessarily exert some influence down
the line toward the producer—hence, research on market structure may
be as much related to the producer as to any other functionary in the
marketing chain.
Summary
This study of the marketing practices and customs of private wood-
land owners in West Virginia is based on a field survey of ownership
units containing woodlands ranging in size from 10 to 500 acres. For
each ownership unit, data were obtained during the summer of 1952 on
woodland area and composition, on sales of products, and on products
used directly by- owners for a five-year period, 1947 through 1951.
WOODLAND OWNERSHIP
Nearly one-half of the total area in the sample is covered by forest
land comprised mainly of many small farm holdings. Most of this
woodland area is occupied by hardwood cover types, with sawtimber
stands covering approximately one-half of the total woodland acreage.
SALES OF TIMBER PRODUCTS
I he majority of the timber products sales, motivated largely by
owners' needs for money or for open land, are made by owners in the
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smallest woodland area classes. Most of these owners market only one
type of product in any given transaction.
The principal products marketed, on a volume basis, ai< sawlogs
and mine props. These products are derived mainly from the northern
hardwoods and mixed hardwoods species-group and are sold close to
their point of origin, stumpage sales accounting for most of the sawlog
volume marketed, and roadside sales representing the major portion ol
the mine prop volume sold.
In terms of unit value, using 100 cubic feet as the unit, two produi t
groups appear: a high-value group consisting of veneer logs, tight cooper-
age, post, and ties, and low-value group composed of sawlogs, miiu
props, mine timbers, plupwood, and poles. The low-value products
make up the bulk, 94 per cent, of the timber volume marketed. This
high proportion of low-value products is reflected in the modest return
to those making sales of $1.99 per acre per yeai from the sale ol fores!
products.
MARKET POSITION OF SELLERS
The marketing practices employed, methods ol sale, ol product
measurement, and of product grading, seem to favor the buyers <>l tim-
ber products predominantly. This creates an unfavorable market posi-
tion on the part of the timber products sellers, Hiis situation may be
partially explained by seller unfamiliarity with timbei products and
with the markets for these products.
HOME USE OF FOREST PRODUCTS
Farm woodlands appear to be ol primary importance .is .i soura
of raw materials lot direct use on the farms. Home use ol forest products
accounts lor 70 per cent of the total volume, and 85 pei cent ol the
total value, of all forest products harvested annually l<>i tin fiv< yeai
period investigated.

